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Abstract—To aid the formal verification of fault-tolerant
distributed protocols, we propose an approach that significantly
reduces the costs of their model checking. These protocols
often specify atomic, process-local events that consume aset
of messages, change the state of a process, and send zero
or more messages. We call such eventsquorum transitions
and leverage them to optimize state exploration in two ways.
First, we generate fewer states compared to models where
quorum transitions are expressed by single-message transi-
tions. Second, we refine transitions into a set of equivalent,
finer-grained transitions that allow partial-order algori thms
to achieve better reduction. We implement the MP-Basset
model checker, which supports refined quorum transitions. We
model check protocols representing core primitives of deployed
reliable distributed systems, namely: Paxos consensus, regular
storage, and Byzantine-tolerant multicast. We achieve up to
92% memory and 85% time reduction compared to model
checking with standard unrefined single-message transitions.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Message-passing is a broadly used communication and
programming paradigm in the design of reliable distributed
systems [6], [32], [10], [28]. However, given the complex-
ity resulting from concurrency and faults, message-passing
systems are prone to subtle bugs [29], [23], [35], [37].
Consequently, a variety of formal techniques is advocated
for ascertaining protocol correctness. A widely used formal
technique for finding bugs or proving their absence is model
checking [12], i.e., the automated and exhaustive exploration
of the system’s state space. The continuing main limitation
of model checking is that the size of the full state space
(and the corresponding time of exploration) is intractably
large even for small systems, i.e., state space explosion.

An effective measure against state space explosion is
abstraction [12], the separation of the conceptual,protocol-
level state space from the low-level implementation (Fig-
ure 1). An implementation of protocol-level constructs
defines a “one-to-many” mapping between protocol and
implementation-level states and transitions. Once the cor-
rectness of the implementation (i.e., the mapping in general)
is verified, a new protocol can be checked on the reduced
protocol-level state space only [23]. If the implementation is
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Figure 1. Illustration of protocol and implementation-level states.

not proven correct, the properties that hold at protocol-level
are still valuable, e.g., to justify the conceptual design,but
they do not transfer to the implementation.

Another generic state space reduction technique ispartial-
order reduction(POR) [12]. POR assumes that the system
is defined in terms of transitions, i.e., atomic operations
that change the state of the system. In message passing
systems, for example, transitions are the sending or receiv-
ing of messages. The idea of POR is that the sequential
execution of “independent” transitions leads to the same
state irrespective of the relative order of the transitionsand,
often, the intermediate states do not impact the properties
of interest. Therefore, it suffices to explore a representative
execution order of such transitions.

Our overall goal is to minimize the size of protocol-level
models and to perform space and time efficient state explo-
ration of these models. A general pattern in the message-
passing computation model is that a transition consumes
multiple messages by a single execution. We call such tran-
sitions quorum transitions. Generally speaking, a quorum
transition can process multiple messages, change the state
of the process that executes it, and send new messages, in a
single indivisible step. We show that quorum transitions not
only enable a natural specification of a class of protocols,
they also yield succinct protocol-level models and allow
better POR performance.

As an example of quorum transitions, consider systems
that guarantee reliability under the assumption that the
number of faulty processes lies below a given threshold and



each correct (non-faulty) process executes an instance of the
same replicated service [4], [6], [10], [38]. The threshold
assumption implies that a set of messages from a large
enough subset (or quorum) of processes contains at least
one message from a correct process. Therefore, a common
technique in such systems is that the execution of an event
is triggered when aset of messages from a quorum (e.g., a
majority) of processes is received.

Exploiting the characteristics of quorum transitions, we
make the following contributions:

• We argue forquorum transitionsto be modeled at the
protocol-level. Otherwise, a quorum transition must be
modeled via a sequence of transitions, each of them
processing asingle message, which generates a large
number of (implementation-level) states (Section II).
Although the implementation of quorum transitions can
be complex, its correctness has to be verified only once.

• We observe that, maybe surprisingly, the definition of
transitions, which depends on the programming style
and language, can greatly affect the reduction achieved
by POR. We introduce the concept oftransition re-
finement, which exploits this observation to tune POR
for better performance. Transition refinement splits a
transition into multiple sub-transitions such that (a) the
behavior of the system remains the same and (b) POR
algorithms can detect more independent transitions. In
particular, we define two transition refinement strate-
gies:quorum-splitand reply-split (Section III).

• We implement a POR-based model checker calledMP-
Bassetthat supports quorum transitions and the quorum
and reply-split strategies. MP-Basset is built upon Bas-
set, an existing model checker for actor programs, and
upon its input language ActorFoundry [23]. Our proto-
col specification language is highly expressive, allowing
the execution of arbitrary Java code that respects the
message-passing computation model (Section IV).

• We evaluate MP-Basset based on diverse protocol ex-
amples with a range of fault semantics, namely (a)
Paxos, a fundamental crash-tolerant consensus protocol
[20], (b) a message-based regular storage implementa-
tion [3], and (c) a Byzantine-tolerant multicast protocol
[26]. As the protocol properties are preserved by POR,
our verification results are sound. While Paxos-similar
protocols and storage implementations are already see-
ing deployment in various commercial settings [10],
[38], [40], ready-to-use Byzantine tolerant libraries are
also available [41]. Our experiments show that the
proposed approach can be highly efficient with savings
(verification memory and time) ofmore than one order
of magnitudecompared to models with unsplit single-
message transitions. In addition, the proposed approach
is also suitable for fast debugging especially of “subtle”
bugs (Section V).

II. M ESSAGE-PASSING MODELS WITH QUORUM

TRANSITIONS

In this section, we briefly review the message-passing
computation model [4]; we use simplified but equivalent
semantics, which does not distinguish delivery and sending
transitions and is better suited for model checking [8].
We then introduce MP, a Java-like language for specifying
message-passing protocols. Finally, we show how quorum
transitions affect the size of protocol-level models.

A. The Message-Passing Computation Model

Syntax. The system consists ofn processescommuni-
cating via directedchannels, which are (unordered) sets of
messagesfrom a setM . For processesi, j, ci,j represents
a channel from processi to j and is called the outgoing
channel of processi and incoming channel ofj. Each
processi assumes a setSi of local states. Initially, every
processi is in some initial state fromSi, and all channels
are empty.

A message passing protocolis specified by defining a set
Ti of transitionsfor each processi. Intuitively, a transition
t ∈ Ti can consume zero or more messages from the
incoming channels ofi, change the local state ofi, and
send multiple messages. If it can consume more than one
(respectively, at most one) message,t is called aquorum
(respectively,single-message) transition.t is associated with
a predicate (orguard) gt, whose truth value depends only on
a set of incoming messages andi’s local state. In addition,
t is associated withlst : Si × 2M → Si, the local state
transition function oft. Intuitively, lst returns the new local
state of processi depending on the current local state and
a set of incoming messages. If the guard is true (i.e.,t is
enabled) in the current local state ofi for a set of messages
X in the incoming channels ofi, the transitiont can be
executed. After executingt, all messages inX have been
removed from the incoming channels ofi, its local state
may have been updated vialst, and messages may have
been added (i.e.,sent) to the incoming channels of other
processes.

Note that transitions can be non-deterministic. For exam-
ple, if transitiont is enabled for messages{m1} and{m2},
then t non-deterministically consumes eitherm1 or m2.

Semantics.The semantics of a message passing protocol
is given by astate graph, i.e., pairs of states forming directed
edges. Formally, a state graph (often referred to as Kripke
structure [12]) is a tuple(S, S0,∆), whereS is the set of
states,S0 is the set of initial states, and∆ ⊆ S×S is a set of
state pairs. Astates ∈ S is a vector with all channel contents
and the local state of each process. We denote the contents
of channelci,j and the local state of processi in s by s(ci,j)
and s(i), respectively. Every transitiont is a relation such
that t ⊆ S × S. For everys, s′ ∈ S and t ∈ Ti, (s, s′) ∈ t

iff gt(X, s(i)) is true for some subsetX of the union of all
incoming channels ofi in s and s′ is identical tos except
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@guard
boolean READ_REPL(READ_REPL[] messages) {

// guard: replies from a majority of N acceptors
return messages.length==(Math.ceil((double)(N+1)/2));

}

@message
void READ_REPL(READ_REPL[] messages) {

... // select highest READREPL message amongmessages
WRITE write=new WRITE(propNo, readReplHighest.val);
for (ActorName w : acceptors)
send(w, write);

}

Figure 2. MP syntax: Quorum transition in Paxos.

for the following: (1) the messages inX are removed from
the input channels ofi, (2) s′(i) = lst(s(i), X), and (3) zero
or more messages are added to every outgoing channel ofi.
In this case, we say thatt is executed ins with X and write

s
t(X)
−−−→ s′. Now, (s, s′) ∈ ∆ iff there is a transitiont such

that (s, s′) ∈ t.
For later use, we definesenders(X) to be {j |m ∈

X ∧ m ∈ s(cj,i)}, i.e., the set of processes that have

sent a message inX . If there is s
t(X)
−−−→ s′ such that

|senders(X)| > 1, thent is a quorum transition. Otherwise,
t is a single-message transition.

Properties. Properties of a state graph can be defined
using temporal logics [12]. These properties are interpreted
over paths, i.e., sequences of states starting in an initial
state such that each state is connected to the next state
in the sequence. For example, a simple but useful class of
properties areinvariants, which define a state-local predicate
that must hold in every state of any path. Acounterexample
is a path that violates the property. The property is true if
there exist no counterexamples.

B. MP: A Language Implementation

We have implemented a language calledMP (from
message-passing) which allows specifying protocols in the
message-passing computation model. MP extends the input
language of the Basset model checker [23] with quorum
transitions. MP inherits from Basset the ability to specify
expressive guards and transitions in native Java. The only
restrictions compared to full-fledged Java (in both Basset
and MP-Basset) are imposed by the message-passing com-
putation model, e.g., transitions cannot change the local state
of other processes.

Figure 2 shows an example of a quorum transition from
the Paxos consensus protocol [20] written in MP. In this
transition a proposer defines its behavior on receiving a
READ REPL message from a quorum of acceptors.1 By
convention, the type of the message (here READREPL)

1The original Paxos protocol is defined in terms of four phases1a, 1b,
2a, and 2b, which we call READ, READREPL, WRITE, and ACCEPT,
respectively. In the following discussion we assume basic familiarity with
Paxos. As space constraints preclude us from fully detailing the protocol
operations, we point the reader to [20], [21] and also pages 8-9.

@message
void READ_REPL(READ_REPL message){
cnt++;
... // stores READREPL if it is the highest seen
if (cnt>=(Math.ceil((double)(N+1)/2))){
cnt=0;
WRITE write=new WRITE(propNo, readReplHighest.val);
for (ActorName w : acceptors)
send(w, write);

}
}

Figure 3. MP syntax: Single-message Paxos transition.

must match with the name of the transition. The transi-
tion (annotated by @message) can only be executed if its
guard (annotated by @guard) is true. In this example, the
guard requires that the quorum contains a majority of the
N acceptors. In the body of the transition the proposer
sends the “highest” among the READREPL messages to
all acceptors. Again, the name of the transition (and the
corresponding guard) determines the type of messages this
transition can consume. The argument of the transition (and
guard) is an array of this message type, which stores the
messages consumed by the transition. In accordance with
the message-passing model, the order of elements in the
array is arbitrary. It is guaranteed by the implementation
that, given the current state of the process and the input
array of messages, the guard function returns true before
any execution of the transition.

A transition can change the local state of a process and
send messages. Messages are sent using thesend operation,
which takes the recipient and the message as arguments.
For example, the READREPL transition sends the same
WRITE message to every acceptor (Figure 2).

C. MP without Quorum Transitions

Arguably, implementing quorum transitions is more com-
plex than single-message transitions. We now show that the
extra effort can pay off, given that the use of only single-
message transitions can inflate the size of the state space.

Consider a language where onlysingle-messagetransi-
tions are allowed [23], i.e., a transition cannot consume
multiple messages. In such a language the transition of Paxos
shown in Figure 2 cannot be directly defined. We can de-
scribe a Paxos-like protocol by “simulating” READREPL
via single-message transitions. Figure 3 shows such a tran-
sition: it receives a READREPL message, incrementscnt
to count the number of messages, and, if a majority of
acceptors have sent a READREPL message, sends the
WRITE message (with the same content as in Figure 2). In
this case, the counter is reset, and the process of collecting
READ REPL messages starts over.

State space issues.A significant drawback of express-
ing quorum transitions with single-message transitions is
that they can be interleaved with other transitions. For
example, given the single-message READREPL and an-
other transition of Paxos that can be co-enabled in states
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where READ REPL is executed, a model checker executes
READ REPL and this other transition in different orders in
each of these states.

In general, consider a message-passing protocolP and
transitionst1, ..., tk that are enabled in some states. De-
pending on the order of execution, the number of different
states resulting from executingt1, ..., tk is at mostk!k.

Let t be a quorum transition that is enabled ins for a set

X ands
t(X)
−−−→ s′ for somes′. Assume thatP ′ is a message-

passing protocol that is specified via single-message transi-
tions only ands′ is reachable froms in P ′. The shortest
path froms to s′ in P ′ contains at least|X | = l transitions,
because any transition inP ′ can consume a single message.
If we assume that these transitions are enabled ins, then
the number of states is at most(k + l)!(k + l), which is
at least(k + l)2 times more states thank!k in P . This
matches with the intuition that the larger the quorum the
bigger the gain of using quorum transitions. We know that
k ≤ |T | where |T | is the number of all transitions inP .
For the smallest meaningful instance and a “reasonable”
specification of Paxos(|T |+ l)2 = 169. If we assume that
l ≤ n, i.e., t consumes at most one message from each
process, then the state graph ofP ′ can have(|T | + n)2

times more states thanP .

III. T RANSITION REFINEMENT

In this Section, after recalling the basics of partial-order
reduction (Section III-A), we introduce and formalize transi-
tion refinement and prove that it preserves the soundness of
POR (Section III-B). After the general definition, we intro-
duce quorum-split, a message-passing example of transition
refinement (Section III-C). Finally, we discuss reply-split, a
useful and general quorum-split strategy (Section III-D).

As an early note, we emphasize that transition refinement
preserves the underlying state graph of the system. It is es-
sentially a “renaming” of the transitions that never affects the
truth of properties. Note that replacing quorum transitions
with single-message transitions does not have this property.
This is because a single edge of the state graph representing
a quorum transition can be divided into a path of lower-level
single-message transitions.

A. Preliminary: Basic POR Terms

In practice,transition systemsare used to specify how the
system changes its state. Every transitiont is a set of pairs
(s, s′) and makes the system proceed from states to s′.
Intuitively, a transition groups “similar” state changes of the
system. Formally, a transition system is a tuple(S, S0, T )
whereS (S0) is the set of (initial) states andT is the set
of transitions wheret ⊆ S × S for every t ∈ T . Note that
message-passing protocols define a transition system with
T = ∪n

i=1Ti (see Section II-A).
Model checkersgeneratea state graph based on an input

transition system in order to reason about the properties.

Formally, (s, s′) ∈ ∆ in the generated state graph iff there
is a transitiont such that(s, s′) ∈ t. The idea of reduction is
to generate areducedstate graph that contains fewer edges
than the original (unreduced) one.

POR is a reduction technique that is based on the obser-
vation that the execution of certainindependenttransitions
leads to the same state irrespective of the order in which
the transitions are executed (e.g.,t1 and t2 in Figure 4(a)).
In the Paxos example,t1 and t2 can be the READREPL
transitions of different proposers. Therefore, it sufficesto
execute these transitions in one, representative order (e.g.,
t2t1) if the states that are missed (s1 in this example) are
irrelevant for the truth of the property. In this example, the
reduced state graph consists of(s, s2), (s2, s12) and(s2, s3).

POR is defined viaglobal terms through a sufficient
set of paths that must be contained in the reduced state
graph. In general, it is as hard to exactly determine this
set as to explore the unreduced state graph. Practical POR
algorithms thereforeover-approximatethis set of paths to
respect property preservation. We now discuss two general
classes of POR implementations that can benefit from transi-
tion refinement differently. Both classes implement POR by
limiting (if possible) the set of enabled transitions that are
executed in every reachable state. Such a sufficient subset of
the set of all enabled transitions is calledstubborn set[31].2

In the example of Figure 4(a),{t2} is a stubborn set in
s. Note that stubborn sets only preservedeadlocks, i.e.,
they guarantee that all states without enabled transitions
will be explored. The preservation of general temporal logic
properties (a class of properties calledstuttering equivalent)
requires additional constraints [31].

Static POR. The first class of implementations is called
static (SPOR) because the stubborn set is computed in every
states when s is visited [15], [31], [12]. This means that
the search is blocked for the time of the stubborn set com-
putation. The main challenge of SPOR is toguess“future”
paths, i.e., paths starting froms (note that these paths have
not been explored yet). If there is a path among these future
paths that is in the sufficient set defined by POR but that
is not in the reduced state graph, then additional transitions
must be added to the stubborn set. A common technique to
guess future paths is the concept ofcan-enablingtransitions
[15]. For example, transitiont2 can enablet3 in Figure 4(a).
Therefore, we know that there is a patht2t3 starting from
s. As we will illustrate, transition refinement can affect how
transitions can enable each other.

Dynamic POR.In dynamicPOR (DPOR) the stubborn set
in s is computed during the search [13]. In other words, the
stubborn set is computed “on-the-fly” while the successors
of s are visited. In fact, instead of guessing all future paths,
DPOR explores some of these and defines the stubborn

2There are other notions of sufficient subsets such as ample [12],
persistent [15], cartesian [16], monotonic [18], etc. The following discussion
similarly applies to these alternate approaches.
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Figure 4. (a) Independent transitionst1 and t2. (b) Unrefined transitiont: no reduction possible. (c) Caveat: transition refinement disables reduction.

sets later. An important limitation of DPOR is that it is
unsound withstateful model checking, where the model
checker maintains a set of visited states. Therefore, DPOR
can only support stateless search, where the model checker
cannot know if a state has been visited before and therefore
its successor states are visited again.3

A commonality of SPOR and DPOR is that their per-
formance can be greatly influenced by the choice of the
seed transition[5] (also called start transition [31]), the first
transition added to the stubborn set. Intuitively, the sizeof
the stubborn set grows with the number of transitions that
are dependent on the seed transition. In practice, heuristics
are used to select seed transitions [5], [24].

B. General Transition Refinement

The ability of POR to achieve reduction strongly depends
on the definition of transitions. Consider the transition sys-
tem in Figure 4(b), which generates thesamestate graph as
the system in Figure 4(a). Although the same reduction can
be used in principle, POR is unable to realize a reduction in
this case. This is because there is a single non-deterministic
transitiont enabled ins that must be executed in all possible
ways. Therefore, to leverage POR,t can be refined intot1
and t2 as shown in Figure 4(a).

Transition refinement is a transformation of a transition
system into another one such that the underlying state
graph remains unchanged. Note that the following general
definition does not require that the original transition set
contains fewer transitions than the refined one.

Definition 1: Given transition systemsTS andTS
′, TS

is a transition refinementof TS ′ if TS andTS
′ generate

the same state graph.
Transition refinement might affect the POR-reduced state

graph but not the truth of any property. This is because POR
is based on transitions, whereas properties are evaluated in
the state graph. The property preservation result of POR
directly implies that transition refinement also preserves
temporal logic.

Theorem 1:Let TS 1 andTS 2 be two transition systems
andϕ a temporal logic property preserved by POR. Then, if

3We remark that stateful optimizations of DPOR exists [34] but only at
a price of increased memory and time overhead.

TS 2 is a transition refinement ofTS 1 andTS
R
1 andTS

R
2

denote the partial-order reductions ofTS 1 andTS 2, thenϕ
holds inTSR

1 iff it holds in TS
R
2 .

Proof: Assume thatϕ holds inTS
R
1 but not inTS

R
2 .

From the property preservation of POR we know thatϕ

holds in state graph generated byTS 1. Furthermore, since
TS 2 is a transition refinement ofTS 1 we know that they
generate the same state graphs. Therefore,ϕ also holds in
state graph generated byTS 2. Again, from the property
preservation of POR we know thatϕ holds in TS

R
2 , a

contradiction. The reverse can be proven similarly.

Benefit in practice. Transition refinement is not only
theoretically useful but can also assist practical POR im-
plementations in computing smaller stubborn sets. Firstly,
the refinement of non-deterministic transitions into a set of
deterministic ones can be beneficial (equally for SPOR and
DPOR) if the refined transitions are independent. Unfortu-
nately, a non-deterministic transition in practice often con-
tains choices that are not independent. However, transition
refinement can also help SPOR to guess future paths more
accurately. Using the example of can-enabling transitions,
a refined transition can enable fewer transitions. For an
example, transitiont in Figure 4(b) can enablet3 because
t3 is disabled ins and, after the execution oft, enabled
in s2. Therefore, a static POR algorithm ins might falsely
conclude that there is a future runs

t
−→ s1

t3−→ s′ (where
s′ denotes some state). However, ift is refined into t1
and t2 (Figure 4(a)), thent2 can enablet3 but t1 cannot
enablet3. Therefore, the POR algorithm does not consider
s

t1−→ s1
t3−→ s′ as a possible future run.

Caveat. Unregulated transition refinement can have un-
desired effects. As the runtime of POR algorithms increases
with the number of all transitions [31], transition refinement
can slow down the overall model checking time. Even worse,
overly refined transition can even have a negative effect in
terms of memory reduction. To see that, consider another
transition system (Figure 4(c)) that also generates the same
state graph. Here, every change of the system state is trig-
gered by a new transition. Clearly, this transition system can
be obtained via refining the transitions of one of the previous
examples. Again, although reduction would be possible,
POR sees no pair of transitions that could be executed in
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@guard
boolean READ_REPLij(READ_REPL[] messages) {

return messages.length==((Math.ceil((double)(N+1)/2))
&& messages_are_sent_by_ij);

}

@message
boolean READ_REPLij(READ_REPL[] messages) {
WRITE write=new WRITE(propNo, readReplHighest.val);
for (ActorName w : acceptors)
send(w, write);

}

Figure 5. Quorum-split READREPL with three acceptors.

different orders. Despite these warning scenarios, we will
show that transition refinement is effective in practice.

C. Quorum-split: Refined Quorum Transitions

The idea of refining quorum transitions is to define a new
transition for each set of processes from which the original
quorum transition can consume a message. For example,
consider the READREPL transition of Paxos in Figure 2.
This transition is executed by a proposer process and it
can only be enabled if a majority of all acceptor processes
has sent a READREPL message to this proposer. If there
are three acceptors1, 2, and3, then READ REPL can be
executed with messages from acceptors1 and 2, 1 and 3,
and 2 and 3. Therefore, the transition can be refined into
three transitions READREPLij for every unordered pairi
andj of acceptors (Figure 5). The transition READREPLij
behaves exactly as READREPL except that it can only
consume messages from acceptorsi and j. We call this
refinement strategyquorum-split.

Intuitively, READ REPLij tells more about the possible
state transitions of the system than the unsplit READREPL.
In fact, we know that READREPLij only consumes mes-
sages from acceptorsi and j. This additional information
can be used by POR algorithms to achieve better reduction
(we will show examples in Section III-D).

Formal definition. Transition refinement must not alter
the system behavior. Thus, we define conditions under which
a quorum-split can be performed and yields a valid transition
refinement. We start by defining a special class of quorum
transitions where the number of sender processes is fixed.

Definition 2: A transitiont is anexact quorum transition

with a thresholdqt iff s
t(X)
−−−→ s′ implies |senders(X)| = qt

for all s, s′ ∈ S and sets of messagesX .
Next, we formally define quorum-split.
Definition 3: Given a message-passing protocolP and an

exact quorum transitiont with thresholdqt, a quorum-split
of P via t is an MP protocolP ′ derived fromP by replacing
t with transitionst1, t2, . . . , tm, for m =

(

n
qt

)

, such that

s
tk(X)
−−−−→ s′ iff s

t(X)
−−−→ s′ ∧ senders(X) = Qk, whereQk is

the kth of them sets of process IDs of sizeqt.
Note that the definition of quorum-split also allows single-

message transitions (with quorum-size one). In fact, every

@message
void READ(READ message) {
highestPropNo=READ.propNo;
READ_REPL read_repl=new READ_REPL(acceptedProp);
send(message.sender,read_repl);

}

Figure 6. READ transition in Paxos.

single-message transition is an exact quorum transition. We
now state that quorum-split is a transition refinement.

Theorem 2:Let P be an MP protocol,TS the transition
system of P , t an exact quorum transition inP with
thresholdqt, P ′ a quorum-split ofP via t, and TS

′ the
transition system ofP ′. Then,TS ′ is a transition refinement
of TS .

Proof: Let S andT be the set of states and transitions
in TS and T ′ the set of transitions inTS ′. Assume that
TS and TS

′ generate different state graphs with sets of
state pairs∆ and∆′, respectively. Assume that there is a
(s, s′) ∈ ∆ such that(s, s′) 6∈ ∆′. Let t′ ∈ T be a transition
such that(s, s′) ∈ t′. Let X be a set of messages such

that s
t′(X)
−−−→ s′. If t′ 6= t, then t′ ∈ T ′ and thus(s, s′) ∈

∆′, a contradiction. Sincet is an exact quorum transition,
it must be that|senders(X)| = qt. P ′ is a quorum-split

of P via t, so there is atk ∈ T ′ such thats
tk(X)
−−−−→ s′

whereQk = senders(X), a contradiction. The reverse can
be shown similarly.

Note that in principle every transitiont can be split by
adding a new transitiontQ for everysubsetQ of processes.
However, this would mean adding2n extra transitions for
everyt (n is the number of all processes), which can worsen
the time overhead of the POR algorithm.

Implementation. Quorum-splits can be performed auto-
matically by conservatively analyzing the guards of quorum
transitions. If the guard of a quorum transitiont specifies an
exact quorum sizeqt (as in the example in Figure 2), then
refining t for eachset of processes of sizeqt is guaranteed
to be a transition refinement.

The number of new transitions can be further reduced by
ruling out a processi that never sends messages consumed
by t, i.e., if t is executed in a state with someX , then i

cannot be insenders(X). For example, learner processes in
Paxos send no messages at all. Or, a proposer process sends
no message to another proposer. The automatic detection
of all possiblesenders(X) sets can be done using simple
patterns, otherwise we conservatively assume thati can be
in such a set.

D. Splitting Reply Transitions

We discussed in Section III-B how transition refinement
can benefit from POR. We now present some implications
of quorum-split for static POR algorithms.

As refined transitions are dependent on fewer transitions
than their unrefined counterpart, the SPOR algorithm can
more accurately approximate future paths. In fact, a quorum
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transition t can be enabledby (possibly) any process.
However, iftk is the quorum-split version oft, thentk can be
enabled only by transitions that are executed by processes
in Qk. For example, consider the transition READREPL
in Figure 2. For acceptor processes 1 and 2 this transition
is split into READ REPL12 according to Figure 5. Now,
READ REPL can be enabled by every acceptor whereas
READ REPL12 can be enabled by transitions of acceptors
1 and 2 but not by acceptor 3.

Reply transition. We observe that the quorum-split of
some special transitions can yield even more reduction. The
idea is that the split version of these special transitionscan
enablefewer transitions than the original one. We observe
that many protocols definereply transitionswhere a process
receives one or more messages and sends messages only to
the senders of these messages (e.g., acknowledgement).

For example, consider the READ transition of Paxos
written in MP (Figure 6, guard is not depicted). Before a new
value can be proposed in Paxos, the proposer process asks
all acceptors about the values they have previously seen by
sending a READ message to every acceptor. If an acceptor
receives such a message, it executes a reply-transition to
send a READREPL message to this proposer. Formally,
we have the following.

Definition 4: Given an MP protocol and a processi,
ti ∈ Ti is a reply transition if for all s, s′ ∈ S and

for all subsetsX of messages:s
ti(X)
−−−→ s′ implies that

{j | s(ci,j) ⊂ s′(ci,j)} = senders(X).
We call the quorum-split of reply-transitionsreply-split.

The additional benefit of reply-split is that the split transition
tk can only enable transitions executed by processes inQk.
For example, the reply-split of READ for proposer 1 can
only enable transitions of this proposer.

Implementation. For example, it is possible to automat-
ically detect that a transitiont is a single-message reply-
transition if the recipient argument of any send operation
appearing int is message.sender, wheremessage is
the message consumed byt andmessage.sender is the
sender of this message (Figure 6).

IV. T HE MP-BASSET MODEL CHECKER

We implemented a tool calledMP-Bassetto model check
protocol-level specifications written in MP. The architecture
of MP-Basset is illustrated in Figure 7. The intuition is that
the inclusion of a box denotes that it is “subsumed” by
the outer boxes, e.g., JavaPathfinder (JPF) runs within the
Java Virtual Machine (JVM). MP-Basset is built upon Basset
[23], a model checker that supports a subset of ActorFoundry
[19].4 Therefore, protocols using only single-message tran-
sitions (the common subset of MP and ActorFoundry) are
supported by both MP-Basset and Basset.

4Basset also supports a subset of Scala Actors, an actor programming
language within Scala [25].

Figure 7. MP-Basset architecture illustration.

While Basset supports a wide range of DPOR algorithms,
MP-Basset implements a new SPOR algorithm called MP-
LPOR [9]. The novelty of MP-LPOR is two-fold: (1) it uses
pre-computationto decrease the time overhead of SPOR
and (2) it specifiesindependent transitionsin the message-
passing model. Despite these special characteristics, MP-
LPOR is essentially an SPOR algorithm as discussed in
Section III-A. Therefore, we expect that transition refine-
ment can improve the reduction achieved by MP-LPOR.

In the following sections, we present the architecture
of MP-Basset and key design issues. The complete source
code and installation instructions of MP-Basset are available
online [43].

A. Leveraging JPF & Basset

MP-Basset extends Basset, which runs as a Java applica-
tion within the JPF model checker [39]. While JPF is written
in Java itself and is executed by the JVM, the execution of
target Java programs is “modeled” within JPF’s model layer.
We call this layer JPF-VM to refer to its functional similarity
with the host JVM. Basset is an ordinary Java program that
runs within the JPF-VM. JPF defines a gateway called Model
Java Interface (JPF-MJI) between the modeled program
and the core of JPF (JPF-Core). JPF-Core implements the
search (model checking) functionalities of JPF such as the
computation of concurrently enabled transitions in each
state. By default, JPF assumes a fine-grained interleaving
of Java threads. In order to prevent JPF from exploring un-
necessary interleavings, Basset uses JPF-MJI (a) to impose
the concurrency of the message-passing computation model,
e.g., the execution of a transition is an atomic event, and
(b) to implement different DPOR algorithms. In Basset, the
model checking of an actor program written in ActorFoundry
starts with creating the processes of the input actor program
and sending an initial message. Then, JPF explores the state
space of the program corresponding to interleavings defined
by (a) and (b).

MP-Basset utilizes Basset’s core architecture and imple-
ments quorum transitions by extending Basset’s concept of
“enabled message” into “enabled set of messages”. More
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precisely, setX of messages in the current states is
“enabled” if there is a transitiont and a states′ such that
s

t(X)
−−−→ s′. Note that computing these sets is time-expensive;

in worst case they compose the powerset of all pending
messages, which is an exponential overhead compared to
the single-message case. Therefore, using quorum transitions
can only reduce verification time if the space-reduction can
compensate for the increased time overhead.

Example. Consider a states where some process has
three pending messagesm1,m2 andm3 in its input buffers.
In order to find the enabled sets of messages, MP-Basset
generateseverysetX in the powerset of{m1,m2,m3} to
check ifX is enabled for some transitiont, i.e., the guardgt
is true forX in s. These are23 sets compared to only three
messages that need to be considered in a model of single-
message transitions. Intuitively, this is the price we pay for
the memory gain with quorum transitions as discussed in
Section II-C.

B. Efficient Design of MP-Basset

We observe the following issues that are important with
respect to the design of MP-Basset:

• Executing code within MP-Basset.Due to the indirec-
tion that MP-Basset runs in JPF-VM, any piece of
code executed in MP-Basset is slower than in native
Java. Fortunately, most message-passing protocols de-
fine simple code. However, other computation-intensive
functionality such as stubborn set computation can be
ineffective if executed within MP-Basset.

• State size.The larger the state of the modeled program
the less thethroughputof JPF, i.e., number of visited
states per time unit. Reasons for this include that
the time for hashing, storing, and state comparison
increases with the size of the state.

• MJI overhead.Communication through JPF-MJI is
expensive and tedious because JPF-MJI calls are imple-
mented via Java methods that can only pass primitive
type parameters. Therefore, the conversion (serializa-
tion and de-serialization) of complex types is required,
which comes at the price of increased invocation time
and additional code.

These issues necessitate tuning of how and where MP-
Basset is implemented in the JPF architecture. It turned out
to be efficient to compute enabled message sets entirely
within MP-Basset (without JPF-MJI calls). However, the
efficient design of MP-LPOR was more elaborate. It is
possible for MP-LPOR to compute independent transitions
before model checking as MP-LPOR uses a notion of
independency that is unconditional, i.e., it isnot a function
of the system state. This information is queried (and not
re-computed) repeatedly during the search. We perform pre-
computationoutsideMP-Basset, i.e., through JPF-MJI calls,
for two reasons. First, even if pre-computation is a one-time
cost, it takes considerably longer when executed within the

modeled program. Second, the pre-computed data is state
unconditional, thus, it need not be stored in the state (an
expensive measure as explained above).

An obvious approach to pre-compute and query indepen-
dent transitions through JPF-MJI calls would be to serialize,
pass, and de-serialize transitions as primitive types. To avoid
this expensive and tedious task, we instantiate an exactcopy
of each transition within JPF-Core. As a result JPF-MJI calls
can simply address transitions and the result of the queries
(whether or not two transitions are independent) is passed
through primitive boolean types. Note that this solution is
only possible because the set of all transitions is fixed.

V. EVALUATION

In this Section, we first briefly discuss the protocols we
selected for analysis and how they are modeled in MP
(Section V-A). Next we detail the verification results using
Basset and MP-Basset (Section V-B).

A. Target Systems and Protocol-Level Abstractions

We use three widely used and representative fault-tolerant
protocols to demonstrate the benefits of our approach. Each
protocol assumes a threshold of the minimum number of
correct processes. However, they define different fault mod-
els and also specify different properties. We now introduce
these protocols and the properties that we analyzed with MP-
Basset. Note that the goal of this evaluation is to evaluate
the benefit of quorum transitions and transition refinement,
and not a complete verification of these protocols.

• The Paxos protocol solvesconsensus, a fundamental
primitive that can be used to implement state-machine
replication [20]. Intuitively, consensus means that at
most one value is “chosen”, i.e., all processes agree
on this value. Paxos solves consensus if a minority of
processes can fail by crashing.

• Our second example is a consistentmulticastprotocol
called Echo Multicast [26]. Theagreementproperty
of consistent multicast specifies that no two processes
receive different messages. Echo Multicast implements
agreement in a Byzantine environment [22] where up
to one third of the processes can fail arbitrarily and the
remaining processes are called honest.

• Our third example isregular storageprotocol in the
style of [3]. The objective of distributed storage is to
reliably store data despite failures of the base (storing)
objects. A regular storage guarantees that a read op-
eration returns a value not older than the one written
by the latest preceding write operation. The protocol
assumes a crash-tolerant setting where a minority of
all base objects might crash.

We remark that none of our target protocols assumes
synchrony, i.e., an upper-bound of the worst-case message
delivery time. Synchrony is required only for progress, e.g., a
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value is eventually chosen in Paxos. Furthermore, messages
can be delivered out-of-order.

Protocol settings. The protocols are parametric in the
number of processes. In addition, processes can be of
different type. In a given protocol setting we specify the
number of processes of each type. Next we summarize the
different process types in each protocol:

• Paxosdefines proposer, acceptor, and learner processes.
A proposer can initiate a consensus instance by propos-
ing a value to be chosen. Acceptors store values pro-
posed by proposers. Learners receive messages from
acceptors to learn about proposals and output a chosen
value. A Paxos setting (P,A,L) gives the number of
proposers, acceptors, and learners, respectively. For
example, Paxos (2,3,1) (as in Tables I-II) specifies two
proposers, three acceptors, and a single learner.

• Echo Multicastdefines initiator and receiver processes.
In a setting (HR,HI,BR,BI), we define the number
of honest receivers, initiators, Byzantine receivers and
initiators, respectively.

• Every storage protocol defines writers, base objects,
and readers. Since the selected protocol is a single-
writer one, a setting (B,R) defines the number of base
objects and readers, respectively.

Process faults.The above protocols tolerate two classes
of faults, crash (Paxos and regular storage) and Byzantine
(multicast). We do not explicitly model crash faults. This is
because MP-Basset schedules processes in all possible ways
and the effect of crash is implicitly modeled by scheduling
other (non-crashed) processes first. In other words, crashed
and correct processes taking no steps are equivalent. To
model Byzantine faults, we specify processes that do not
obey the protocol. We consider different attack strategies
to challenge the multicast protocol. A complete model of
Byzantine faults is beyond the scope of this paper.

We distinguish Byzantine processes whether they are
initiators or receivers:

• A Byzantine initiatorattempts to violate the agreement
property by sending different messages to each of two
groups of honest receivers.

• A Byzantine receiversends invalid confirmations to
an honest initiator and cooperates with a Byzantine
initiator by confirming (signing) both of its messages.

Fault injection. For debugging purposes we also inject
faults into (a) correct processes and (b) the specification
of the protocols. In particular, we specify “Faulty Paxos”,
where learners do not compare the values received from the
acceptors. In case of Echo Multicast and regular storage
we utilize deliberately incorrect specifications. For example,
in Echo Multicast we exceed the threshold of the number
of maximum Byzantine processes (“wrong agreement”). For
storage we require that a read operation that completes after
a write has to return the value written by the write even if

the two operations are concurrent (“wrong regularity”).

B. Evaluation Strategy and Results.

We perform three experiments for each protocol setting:

• (Table I) We show that using quorum semantics reduces
the size of theoverall state space. We run our exper-
iments with POR-optimization. We use two stubborn
set-based POR implementations, a DPOR algorithm
[13] implemented in Basset and an SPOR algorithm [9]
(see Section IV).5 As Basset does not support quorum
transitions, we apply DPOR only for models with
single-message transitions. Furthermore, as the safety
property of regular storage (a form of linearizability) is
not preserved by the DPOR implementations of Basset,
we use unreduced search for verification in this case.

• (Table II) We show that transition refinement canaddi-
tionally save model checking resources. As our split
strategies refine transitions of the same process, the
refined transitions are inter-dependent. Thus, transition
refinement is ineffective with dynamic POR (see discus-
sion in Section III-B) and the results are not depicted.
In Table II we measure the performance of SPOR [9]
for models splitting only reply transitions (reply-split),
only non-reply quorum transitions (quorum-split), and
all of these transitions (combined-split).

• (Across Tables I-II) We demonstrate that our approach
can be used for efficientdebugging. We show that
finding thefirst bug6 in faulty protocols or in protocols
with wrong specification requires little resources.

Seed transitions. As explained in Section III-A, the
performance of POR depends on the first transition in
the stubborn set. We use a heuristic where transitions are
preferred that either start a new instance of the protocol (e.g.,
READ transition in Paxos) or, if there is no such transition,
do not terminate an ongoing instance (e.g., READREPL
or WRITE transitions but not an ACCEPT transition). This
heuristic shows good performance in our POR experiments.
Intuitively, the execution of such a transition “delays” the
decision of which instance is pursued at a given process.
Surprisingly, this heuristic suggests the opposite of the
transaction strategy proposed in [5]. We speculate that
the difference lies in that our target protocols allow more
concurrency than the cache coherence protocol analyzed
in [5]. There, the processing of further client requests is
blocked until the centralized cache controller (assumed to
be fault-free) completes the ongoing instance of the protocol
started by another client.

Note that our heuristic depends on the semantics of the
protocol, which might be hard to automate. In fact, our seed

5Other DPOR algorithms in Basset such as [27] have property preser-
vation guarantees other than stubborn sets. We chose [13] for a fair
comparison with the stubborn-set based SPOR algorithm of MP-Basset.

6The bug first found by the model checker, after which the search is
terminated and a counterexample is returned.
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Table I
QUORUM SEMANTICS RESULTS.

Baseline experiments
︷ ︸︸ ︷

Our quorum results
︷ ︸︸ ︷

Protocol Property Result No quorum (DPOR[13])1 No quorum (SPOR[9]) Quorum2 (SPOR[9])
States Time States Time States Time

Paxos (2,3,1) Consensus Verified >16,087,468 >48h4 6,247,530 23h 2,822,764 9h37m
Faulty Paxos (2,3,1) Consensus CE5 162 8s 524 12s 279 10s

Echo Multicast (3,0,1,1) Agreement Verified 2911 41s 9222 2m22s 652 12s
Echo Multicast (2,1,0,1) Agreement Verified 2010 27s 9986 1m55s 2787 31s
Echo Multicast (2,1,2,1) Wrong agreement CE5 66 6s 66 9s 48 6s

Regular storage (3,1) Regularity Verified 2,358,3453 8h57m3 185,711 33m49s 20,039 3m4s
Regular storage (3,2) Wrong regularity CE5 286,410 1h1m 72,937 12m37s 41,331 6m46s

1Run by Basset (stateless search).2DPOR not supported.3Unreduced (stateful) search.4Time-out after 48h.5Counterexample found.

Table II
TRANSITION REFINEMENT IN ACTION.

Our transition refinement results
︷ ︸︸ ︷

Protocol Property Result Quorum (SPOR[9])1 Reply-split2,3 Quorum-split2,3 Combined-split2,3

States Time States Time States Time States Time
Paxos (2,3,1) Consensus Verified 2,822,764 9h37m 1,087,486 3h47m 1,826,560 11h28m 548,061 3h30m

Faulty Paxos (2,3,1) Consensus CE5 279 10s 105 8s 279 10s 105 8s
Echo Multicast (3,0,1,1) Agreement Verified 652 12s 652 12s 232 12s 232 12s
Echo Multicast (2,1,0,1) Agreement Verified 2787 31s 1165 18s 2787 31s 1165 18s
Echo Multicast (3,1,1,1) Agreement Verified 12,023,663 >48h4 >10,472,557 >48h4 7,600,843 >48h4 7,087,193 42h21m
Echo Multicast (2,1,2,1) Wrong agreement CE5 48 6s 48 7s 48 9s 48 9s

Regular storage (3,1) Regularity Verified 20,039 3m4s 18,451 3m13s 18,451 4m31s 18,451 4m32s
Regular storage (3,2) Wrong regularity CE5 41,331 6m46s 6,969 1m32s 29,877 9m51s 6,987 2m34s

1Unsplit from Table I.2All protocols are modeled with quorum transitions.3Using the static POR algorithm from [9].4Time-out after 48h.5Counterexample found.

priorities were set by hand. Other heuristics that require no
user intervention are proposed in [5], [24]. For example,
some heuristics are based on different characteristics of the
pending messages [24]. A comprehensive comparison of
how different heuristics perform for quorum transition-based
protocols is beyond the scope of this paper.

Evaluation results. We use Basset and MP-Basset to
run the experiments. All experiments ran on DETERlab
machines [42] with Xeon processors and 4 GB of memory.
The results are shown in Tables I-II. Our POR experiments
utilize the “opposite transaction heuristic” explained above.
The transaction heuristic resulted in very little reduction (not
shown). The depicted protocol settings were selected such
that they represent a meaningful instance of the protocol
(e.g., enough processes to tolerate faults) and are feasible
for model checking. Since the current version of MP-Basset
does not support the automation of transition refinement,
the split models were created by hand. For each protocol
and setting, we highlight the best search strategy (if any)
with bold italic numbers. For example, the quorum model
of Paxos in Table I is the smallest and its model checking
takes the shortest time. We observe the following trends:

• Using quorum transitions can reduce bothverification
memoryand time (up to 89% and 91% for regular
storage with SPOR) compared to the single-message
case. First, the models with quorum transitions are
smaller. Second, although the throughput of model
checking quorum models is smaller (due to more com-

plex semantics), the overall verification time is less
because of state space reduction.

• Transition refinement can achieveadditional reduction
in terms of both memory and time (up to 81% and 64%
for Paxos) compared to the unsplit case. Although the
throughput falls with quorum-split (because split quo-
rum transitions trigger a time-consuming optimization
of the SPOR algorithm), it can achieve significant space
reduction, which adds up to an overall time reduction
(see combined-split of Paxos and multicast (3,1,1,1)).

• The proposed optimizations can also find bugsfast
using little memory. If the bug is “deep” in the search
space, we observe similar trends as for verification (see
regular storage results with wrong property).

Behind the numbers.The above results offer interesting
insights about the different search strategies. Firstly, the
benefit of stateful over stateless search becomes significant
with large state spaces. Otherwise, the stateless search can
be faster because (1) it has no overhead of state comparison
and (2) it revisits just a few states. In this case, the benefit
of DPOR over SPOR can be exposed, e.g., for Faulty
Paxos (Table I). In addition, the benefit of quorum models
decreases with the small quorum size of Echo Multicast
(2,1,0,1) (Table I).

If an optimization is ineffective in a particular fraction
of the state space, then the search strategy with the least
overhead achieves the best result, as can be seen for Echo
Multicast (2,1,2,1) in Table II. In other cases, the split
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strategies achieve no reduction in the entire state space. For
example, reply-split is ineffective if there is a single initiator
to which the receivers can reply (Echo Multicast (3,0,1,1)),
or quorum-split makes no difference if the quorum contains
all receivers (Echo Multicast (2,1,0,1)). Another exampleis
regular storage (3,1), where reply-split and quorum-splitare
both ineffective. Note that the size of the reduced state space
is slightly different (smaller) compared to the unsplit case.
This is because split models define other (refined) transitions
and the order in which these are executed can be different
(depending on the scheduler of the model checker).

Note that, in general, there is no guarantee that a bug
is found if POR does not preserve the property under
verification. However, if the bug is contained also in the
reduced state space, then the POR search tends to find
the bug quicker as it explores “different” paths [35]. For
example, we refer to the DPOR result of wrong regularity
in Table I for which the unreduced search times out (not
depicted).

VI. RELATED WORK

Our formal model of message-passing systems adapted
from [4] can be seen as an actor program [1]. Similarly,
the proposed MP language shares commonalities with ac-
tor languages such as ActorFoundry [19]. For example,
a concept similar to quorum transitions appears as joint
transitions of actors [14]. However, these are proposed to
make a specification language expressive and not to mitigate
state space explosion. The actor model implements rich
semantics, e.g., synchronization between actors or dynamic
creation of actors. New transition refinement strategies can
be devised for such richer semantics, if needed.

The protocol design and also verification can be simplified
by making assumptions such as synchrony and fail-silent
faults [30], [11] (note that none of our example proto-
cols makes synchrony assumptions). The benefit of quorum
transitions is possibly less significant in such systems as
the possible interleavings of single-message transitionsis
constrained by synchronized events.

Existing work on POR concentrates on the definition
and implementation of sound POR-conditionsgiven the
transitions of the system [15], [31], [12]. A concept similar
to transition refinement is operation refinement in [15].
However, operation refinement is specific for a proof-of-
concept modeling language, it is discussed informally, and
its effect on the performance of POR implementations is
not studied. In addition, no general applicable operation
refinement is proposed nor its effect is evaluated in practical
verification.

Promela, the input language of the SPIN model checker
[17], supports message-passing and can be used, as any
other general-purpose specification language, to implement
the semantics of quorum transition (via atomic blocks).
We consider our contribution, regarding quorum transitions,

primarily on the modeling-side as substantiated by our MP-
Basset experiments. However, we could have as well used
other model checkers such as SPIN for these experiments.
SPIN’s POR algorithm is limited toexclusivereads and
writes of FIFO channels. MP-Basset (and Basset) implement
more general POR algorithms and can be extended with such
FIFO-specific independencies.

Automated verification of specific message-passing fault-
tolerant protocols is often done via model checking, e.g.,
[29], [28]. Other approaches target general classes of pro-
tocols. For example, MODIST is a POR-optimized di-
rected testing tool for the analysis of unmodified distributed
message-passing protocols [35]. As MODIST explores the
state space of the real, unabstracted system, it is generally
non-exhaustive due to state space explosion. A related ap-
proach is the network abstraction layer from [2], which is
useful if the processes being model checked communicate
with other external processes. Crystalball is a tool to debug
and prevent failures through a combination of real execution
and model checking [33]. Other work utilizes symmetry
reduction for scalable model checking of message-passing
protocols [7]. These and similar techniques are orthogonal
to ours and can be used in combination.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

We have devised, implemented, and evaluated a frame-
work for efficient model checking of message-passing dis-
tributed protocols using quorum transitions. The framework
consists of (a) using quorum transitions in protocol-level
abstractions and (b) a new technique called transition re-
finement to improve the performance of certain partial-order
reduction algorithms.

An open issue to pursue in our future work is whether
the presented reduction techniques show similar trends in
symbolic model checking. Such a comparison is especially
motivated by the fact that certain POR methods, e.g. [18],
are best suited for symbolic model checking.
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APPENDIX

I. MP-BASSET – USERGUIDE

Basic Model Structure.MP-Bassetmodelsare written in
Java-syntax and consist of the following (copying Basset’s
actor programs):

• Process (or actor)classesare “types” of processes.
For example, Paxos defines three classes of processes:
proposers, acceptors, and learners. An actual process is
an instantiation of its class. Every process class must
extend the Actor class and define a constructor for
instantiation. In additions, a process class can define
variablesand transitions. Variables are used to encode
the local state of the process. Transitions specify the
change of the local state.

• A driver is a configuration file describing the number
and classes of processes of the system under test. Every
process is created as an instance of its class and is
launched by the driver. If a transitiont requires no
message to be executed, then “fake” messages called
t are sent by the driver to the process executingt.
For example, proposers in Paxos can be triggered from
within the driver.

• The specificationexpresses the desired properties of
the system. In the current version of MP-Basset, the
specification is a set of Java assertions that can be
defined within transitions. In other words, the spec-
ification restricts to invariants (or global predicates).
If the assertion evaluates to false, then the search
is terminated and a counterexample is given (if the
+fw.ce=1 flag is set).7

Models are stored under /jpf-actor/src/examples. An ex-
ample model of the Paxos protocol can be found in the
package paxos.actor (DriverMP.java, ProposerMP.java, Ac-
ceptorMP.java, and LearnerMP.java).

Defining Transitions. The syntax of transitions is ex-
plained in Table III. In MP-Basset, every transitiont is
annotated with@message and is named after thetype
of the messages that can be consumed byt. Formally,
the type of the message corresponds to a subset of all
messages and a transition can only process messages from
the corresponding subset. A message consists of its type
(or name) and a tuple of values. These values are passed
as parameters to the transition consuming the message. For
example, “READ(proposer1, 2)” in Paxos is a message of
type READ carrying the parameters proposer1 (the name of
the sender of the message) and 2 (proposal number). A tran-
sition might change the local state of the process and send
messages to other processes. Sending a message follows
the syntaxsend(recipient,msgType,p1,...,pN)

7Note that although the message-passing computation model “isolate”
one process from another, Java in MP-Basset allows access tothe state of
a remote process. Be aware: this is a hack and side effects must be avoided!

with the recipient, the type, and the parameters of the
message.

A special class of transitions isquorum transitions.
Quorum transitions can consume more than one messages.
A quorum transition msgType has an additional param-
eter of the Java typeObject[] that is an array of
messages each of them of type msgType. The order of
the elements in this array is arbitrary, in accordance to
the the MP semantics. Given a quorum transition of the
form msgType(p1,...,pN,Object[] messages),
the parametersp1,...,pN define the format of the message
so that a message can be cast from itsObject type in the
array.By convention,p1,...,pN must not be read or written
by a quorum transition!

Every transition msgType can be associated with aguard
(similarly to disabling “local synchronization guards” in
ActorFoundry). Guards are annotated with@Guard. The
guard is a Java function with boolean return value. A guard
must not change the local state of the process nor send any
message. If no guard is defined, any set containing messages
of type msgType and sent to this process is accessible for
transition msgType (as of MP semantics).

SPOR Support. Transitions can be annotated with
@LPORAnnotation in order to ease SPOR and to enable
our transition refinement strategies (Table IV). The methods
of this annotation are summarized in Table IV. The last three
methods relate to quorum and reply-split, respectively. In
particular, the user can tune the initial transition heuristic
of POR. A possible heuristic is the “opposite transaction
heuristic” where the greaterpriority() the most likely
that t doesnot finish a concurrent operation (e.g., a Paxos
instance or a multicast).In the current version of MP-Basset,
the correctness of @LPORAnnotation must be verified by the
user!

We now review the most important property preservation
features of the SPOR algorithm in MP-Basset:

• All deadlock states are preserved, i.e., the reduced
state graph contains a deadlock states iff s is in the
unreduced state graph.

• If the unreduced state graph contains no cycles, no
infinite paths, and all visible transitions with respect
to a “state-predicate”P [12] are annotated (with
isVisible=true), then global reachabilityis pre-
served, i.e., there is a states ∈ S in the reduced
state graph such that¬P (s) iff there is s′ ∈ S in the
unreduced state graph such that¬P (s′).

Transition Refinement: Reply-split. Reply-split can be
implemented by usingisReplyTransition() (see Ta-
ble IV). The current implementation only supports reply-
split of single-message transitions. If a transitiont con-
suming messages of typemsgType is flagged by this
annotation, then we assume that

• the transition is calledmsgType_senderID where
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Name Syntax Description
Single-message @message msgType: type of incoming message

transition msgType(Type1 p1, ..., TypeN pN) pi: ith parameter of the message
Quorum @message msgSet: incoming messages, each of typemsgType
transition msgType(Type1 p1, ..., TypeN pN, pi: ith parameter ofmsgType

Object[] msgSet)
@Guard Guard ofmsgType, returns boolean

Guard _msgType(Type1 p1, ..., TypeN pN, msgSet: only for quorum transitions
Object[] msgSet)

Table III
THE SYNTAX OF MP-BASSET TRANSITIONMSGTYPE .

Name Default return value Description
messageIn() "" The only type of messaget can receive.
messageOut() "" The only type of messaget can send.
isReceiver() true t might process incoming messages.
recipients() Actor.class The class of processes that might send a message to this transition.
isSender() true t might send messages.
senders() Actor.class The class of processes whom this transition might send a message.
isStateSensitive() false t’s guard reads the local state.
isWrite() false t writes the local state.
priority() 0 POR initial transition heuristic.
isQuorumTransition() false t is quorum transition.
quorumPeers() {} (quorum-split)t receives messages only from the listed processes.
isReplyTransition() false (reply-split) t is a reply transition.
quorumSize() 0 Size of the quorum ift is an exact quorum transition.
isVisible() false True if t is a visible transition.

Table IV
SUMMARY OF ANNOTATIONS OF TRANSITIONt.

senderID is the ID of the (only) process that “commu-
nicates” with this transition,

• the process senderID sending messages of type
msgType to the process executingt renames these
messages tomsgType_senderID before sending
them.

Note that themessageIn() annotation of a reply transi-
tion does not have to be changed, i.e., it assumesmsgType.

Transition Refinement: Quorum-split. A quorum-split
transition is a special quorum transition where the set of pro-
cesses (quorum peers) from which the transition consumes a
message is fix. A quorum transitionmsgType can be “split”
into a set of quorum transitions by specifying the quorum
peers as an array of process IDs inquorumPeers(). Since
Java does not allow identical method names with the same
signature quorum-split transition names must have a prefix
msgType__ (“ ” means double underscore).

Examples of both transition refinements techniques can
be found in paxos.actor in classes QSplit*.java.

Running MP-Basset.MP-Basset is built upon Basset and
can be run similarly using the additional flag+fw.mp=1.

MP-Basset implements a static POR algorithm called
LPOR. LPOR can be run with NET-optimization (necessary
enabling transitions). We call this algorithm LPOR-NET.
Currently, the NET relation (required by LPOR-NET) is
based on quorum transitions. Therefore, if there are no
quorum transitions in the protocol, then LPOR and LPOR-
NET achieve the same reduction. Since LPOR-NET has
additional overhead compared to LPOR, we recommend to
use LPOR in these cases. The flag+fw.spor= shall be set
1 for LPOR and 4 for LPOR-NET (the values 2 and 3 are
reserved for pre-computed versions of LPOR).

Compatibility with Basset. The current implementation
of MP-Basset is not fully compatible with Basset. For exam-
ple, the dynamic POR (DPOR) algorithms implemented by
Basset do not work with quorum transitions. Also, DPOR
and LPOR cannot be combined. Protocols without quorum
transitions and using the “guards” of ActorFoundry can be
model checked with Basset. The different DPOR algorithms
can be used by setting the value of+fw.dpor (see Basset
documentation).
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